Fraternity Freshmen

Beat Upperschmen 33-0

The freshmen of the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity overpowered the upperclassmen of that house by a score of 33-0 in a football game played before the Tech Field last Sunday afternoon.

Among those participating in the contest were freshmen Douglas L. Richards, Oliver H. Fulson, George E. Connors, the junior of the class of '39, T. L. Sullivan and Samuel B. Wyatt.

Upperclassmen who played were John W. Whitaker, James E. Brucker, ’39, Leslie L. Kishimoto, Jr., Grad; Robert C. Marchetta, ’39; Charles F. Frey, ’39, and Edward B. Fish, ’39.

T.C.A. Drive Ends With $350 Deficit

More Than 700 Letters Sent

To Those Not Reached

By Solicitors

The T.C.A. drive officially closed about 20 minutes ago, bringing in a deficit of $350. During the first three days of the campaign, we lost $580 in dinners and refunds. The winners in the fraternity group are Delta Tau Delta with a $93.89 average per member and the seniors. The winners in the freshman group are Delta Sigma Pi with a $90.97 average per member.

In the Graduate dormitories, Wase (with $92.20) and Rumford came second with $89.96 of the budget. In the graduate dorms Murray and Goddard were tied for first at $88.70.

Sophomore Dance

Date Approaches;

300 Options Sold

Professional Entertainers May Be Secured To Perform

In Intermural

Dorms Hold Open House Friday

Three honor couples will "swing" to the music of New England Cross Country with the help of the hotel Continental Friday night, as indicated by the sale of options. The female couples will pay $3.75 will continue all this week. T. C. A. will continue all night. At the full quota of options was sold last week, a few tickets will be available in the Male Lobby for late-comers who failed to purchase their options.

Harold Saykut, president of the class of '39, who is sponsoring the opposition of the dance committee, predicted today that "the dance committee will carry out the festival spirit in its decoration of which there has not as yet been announced."

The names of chaperons are Professor and Mrs. Raymond D. WPTH, Paul M. D. Beals, W. H. Wierman, Professor and Mrs. John Johnstone, ’38, and W. E. F. L., late of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Carter, W. A. and Mrs. Thomasine, ’39, who will be in attendance.

The male role all taken by Tech students, except Ferguson, Jr., ’37. The dance chairman of Commodore J. Roberts, ’38, will carry out the festival spirit in its decoration and arrangement of the dance.

Sanitary Engineering, Statistics, Business

Treated in T. E. N.

Recovery From Depression Discussed

By Babson

"Business will need statisticians," says Roger W. Babson, ’98, in an article which will be in the November 1 issue of "Babson Statistical Organizing." In the article, Dr. Babson reveals to The Tech last night after the appearance of the new issue that he is the author of the equally famous Babson Statistical Organizing. The lack of new uses of sanitary engineering.

Technology Defeats B. U. Debaters

2-1

In Intermission

The Technology Debating Society defeated B. U. last Friday night by a vote of 2 to 1 in a debate on the question: "Business will need statisticians." The victory and the society's first defeat of the male role all taken by Tech students, except Ferguson, Jr., ’37. The dance chairman of Commodore J. Roberts, ’38, will carry out the festival spirit in its decoration and arrangement of the dance.

Younger officers of the class of 1939 which is sponsoring the festival are Frederick H. Compton, ‘39, in charge of the Wellesley Freshman Dramatic society.

Dramashop Men in Wellesley Show

Barnsawells Choose Tech Men in Preference To

Philosophers

The names of four students who have been selected to participate in the Wellesley Dramatic group's presentation of "Back From Heaven" were announced yesterday. The show is scheduled to be a try-out role, by Miss Nancy Babson, ’39, Charles R. Dubois, ’39, Paul R. DesJardins, Captain Henry H. Young, ’37, and Robert C. Marchetta, ’39.

Technology F r e s h m e n

Losing 11-5

Amherst at Amherst; Dec. 14, Dartmouth game. For the Navy game, tickets were handled and about 1000 were sold.

This is the last week that the T. C. A. will conduct its ticket sales for the Harvard Football game. When West Point played at the Harvard Bowl as many as 83 tickets were handled and about 117 tickets were sold for the Dartmouth game. For the Navy game, tickets were handled and the tickets available for the end sections, bleachers and grandstand, were $3.30.

Although the T. C. A. will have no tickets for the game next Saturday at New Haven, if anyone wants to go, tickets will be sold for him when it was announced but everyone received a $5 in the P.M. in charge of the T. C. A. Ticket service.

T. C. A. Has Harvard Tickets For Last Time

The Tech Engineering News, in an article which will favor the construction of a new gymnasium, states that unless chapter in the gymnasium-music auditorium and the next moves the gymnasium into his program, the chapter is in real danger of being dropped. Stossel said the announcement of the plans for a new gymnasium is an action of the chapter which President Karl T. Compton made last month, several organizations have expressed their opinion on the plans.

"It is seen that both have much to be desired; however considering as we do, the importance of the plans for the gymnasium," this publication will say.

Building up its selection, T. E. N. members will announce that the removal of the M. I. T. A. offices to the new building will accelerate publication of the new edition of the yearbook. The handsome presentation of the Walker gymnasium in the near future will be the nucleus of the present-day facilities may be adapted to satisfy the desires of the immediate future. Among those participating in the drama show, "The Home for Christmas," are Willoughby Roberts; Robert S. Gordon, ’39, Bob Elkins; Donald W. Heim, ’37; Robert Eldridge; and Theodore Oberger, ’39, Sonchi Barasnik, ’39.

The S. M. W. Debating Society will be presented on Dec. 12, with the theme of "The man is his own architect." The debate is the last time that Institutes have been preferred to Harvard contestants.

Two Large Air Ships

To Take Tech Men For Xmas

Reservations Through T. C. A. Report Large Volume

Handled Already

Two special planes for homing Tech men will leave Wednesday on Tuesday, December 22. One for New York and the other, on Evanston, goals, will leave for Hartford and New Haven. Reservations on these special planes, which can be made through the T. C. A. ticket service, will be filled in the order of their receipt. There may also be a plane for Halo in a sufficient number of tickets are requested.

The Ticket Service reports that since the announcement of the special 15% reduction on air service for Technicians who meet the requirements of reservations have been handled. Arrangements have been made for a number of these planes with pilot service can also be made through the T. C. A.

Outstanding Germans


These outstanding German engineers, Dr. Richard Mullard and Drs. Pines S. Scherzer of the Krupp-Werke, in Dessau, and Dr. H. R. Wonnau of the Mannesmann Machine Company, headed the field of engineering materials, visited the Institute's Department of Mechanical Engineering last Wednesday.

They inspected the laboratories and the entire facilities of the Institute, giving special attention to the photo-elasticity and plasticity laboratories, and to the work on dynamic stress and surface fatigue.